
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

 

VERIPATH, INC., a Delaware  
Corporation, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

DIDOMI, a foreign entity, 

Defendant. 

Civil Action No. 1:19-cv-01702-GBD 

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR PATENT 
INFRINGEMENT 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
 

 
 

Plaintiff VeriPath, Inc. (“Plaintiff” or “VeriPath”), by and through its undersigned counsel, 

hereby submits this Amended Complaint for patent infringement against Defendant Didomi 

(“Defendant” or “Didomi”), and alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF ACTION 

1. This is an action arising under the patent laws of the United States, 35 U.S.C. §§ 1 

and 271, et seq., for Defendant’s infringement of Plaintiff’s U.S. Patent No. 10,075,451 (“the ’451 

Patent”).  A true and correct copy of the ’451 Patent is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

THE PARTIES 

2. Plaintiff VeriPath is a corporation organized under the laws of Delaware and 

registered to do business in the state of New York, with its principal place of business at 665 S. 

Bayview Ave, Freeport, NY, 11520.  Plaintiff is a patent-protected data privacy and compliance 

manager and data incentivization platform.  

3. Upon information and belief, Defendant Didomi is a société par actions simplifiées 

(simplified stock company) organized under the laws of France.  
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. This action arises under the patent laws of the United States, including 35 U.S.C. 

§ 271 et seq.  Accordingly, this Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a).   

5. On information and belief, Defendant transacts business in the State of New York 

by demonstrating, using, and selling its products.  These claims arise from Defendant’s 

demonstration, use, and sales its privacy products, including its Consent Management Platform, 

Compliance Console, and Privacy Center products (collectively “Privacy Products”) in the State 

of New York and throughout the United States, as explained below.   

6. Defendant conducts business in the United States.  See Ex. 2 

(https://www.datanyze.com/market-share/consent-management/United+States/didomi-market-

share (last accessed June 3, 2019)).   On information and belief, Defendant maintains a main office 

in New York, New York, where it develops, uses, sells, offers for sale, and maintains its Privacy 

Products.  See id.  On information and belief, Defendant’s Co-Founder and Chief Technology 

Officer, Jawad Stouli, resides in the New York City area, and is resident in Defendant’s New York 

City office, where he has responsibilities concerning the development and maintenance of 

Defendant’s Privacy Products.  See Ex. 3 (Jawad Stouli’s LinkedIn Profile). 

7. Defendant’s website is in English and displays the United States flag.  See Ex. 4 

(https://privacy.didomi.io/en/ (last accessed June 3, 2019)). 
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8. Defendant offers its products for sale in the United States, in U.S. Dollars, on its 

English-language webpage, where users can schedule a demo or request a trial of the Privacy 

Products.  See Exs. 5 (https://www.didomi.io/en/pricing (last accessed June 6, 2019)) & 6 

(https://www.didomi.io/en/ (last accessed June 6, 2019)). 
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9. On information and belief, Defendant’s website (https://www.didomi.io) is hosted 

on a server located in the United States.   

10. On information and belief, Defendant’s employees, customers, purchasers, users, 

developers, and/or partners use the Privacy Products in the United States. 

11. For example, Defendant identifies IAPP (International Association of Privacy 

Professionals), based out of New Hampshire, as one of its clients.  See Ex. 7 (https://iapp.org/about/ 

(last accessed June 3, 2019)).  Upon information and belief, IAPP uses Defendant’s Privacy 

Products.   

12. Defendant is a member of multiple IAB Tech Lab working groups, which are based 

out of New York City.  See Exs. 8 (mobile group - https://iabtechlab.com/working-groups/the-

gdpr-mobile-technical-sub-group/ (last accessed June 3, 2019)), 9 (blockchain group - 

https://iabtechlab.com/working-groups/blockchain-working-group/ (last accessed June 3, 2019)), 

& 10 (IAB Tech Lab location in New York City - https://iabtechlab.com/contact-us/ (last accessed 

June 3, 2019)). 
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13. Upon information and belief, Defendant has entered into a partnership with 

Connecthings, Inc., which has an office in New York located at 188 Grand Street, New York, New 

York 10013, to promote its Privacy Products.  See https://www.connecthings.com/contact-us/ (last 

accessed June 6, 2019). 

14. Defendant conducts substantial business in the State of New York, including (1) on 

information and belief, committing at least a portion of the infringing acts alleged herein and 

(2) regularly transacting business, soliciting business, and deriving revenue from the sale of 

services, including infringing services, to entities in the state of New York which are related to the 

claims herein.  See Exs. 5 & 6 (offers for sale and to schedule a demo on website, in English 

language).  Thus, Defendant has purposefully availed itself of the benefits of the State of New 

York, such that the exercise of jurisdiction over Defendant would not offend traditional notions of 

fair play and substantial justice. 

15. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391 and 1400. 

THE ’451 PATENT 

16. Plaintiff is the owner by assignment of all right, title, and interest in and to the ’451 

Patent, entitled “Methods and Systems for User Opt-in to Data Privacy Agreements,” which was 

duly and legally issued on September 11, 2018 by the United States Patent and Trademark Office.  

The ’451 Patent is valid, enforceable, and currently in full force and effect.  See Ex. 11 (Patent 

Assignment).  

17. The ’451 Patent claims, among other things, methods for controlling access to a 

user’s personal information in the management of the user’s privacy of such personal information 

on computer systems by allowing the user to opt-in to data sharing arrangements as part of data 

privacy agreements.   
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18. The ’451 Patent solved and improved the technological drawbacks of the then-

current data collection and privacy schemes by creating a technologically improved system and 

application that efficiently collects and manages user consent and data in real-time while 

permitting the use of enhanced functions of the website or mobile application accessed by the user 

based on the received consents.  See, e.g., Ex. 1 at 2:29-45.   

Technological Problems and Drawbacks of Conventional Data Collection and Privacy 
Schemes 

19. Online services, as well as the mobile device applications that can be used to access 

those services, are ubiquitous, allowing users to, among other things, socialize, bank, shop, and 

navigate.  The convenience these services offer, including the personalized features and intuitive 

capabilities based on user preferences and past activities, make them nearly indispensable for 

many.  Yet there is a tradeoff for such convenience:  such services and applications must gather 

volumes of information about the user in order to be useful to the user.  Id. at 1:25-33.  Vast 

amounts of personal information may be collected as a user moves through the digital world, 

including purchasing (and even browsing) history on ecommerce sites, social media activities and 

relationships, favorite websites, dining habits, and the like.  Id. at 1:45-50. 

20. Due to the sensitivity of such information, many states and countries, including the 

United States, have enacted strict requirements for presenting users with a privacy policy detailing 

how their personal information will be used, and require users to provide their consent prior to 

collecting the personal information.  Id. at 1:51-55.  Because of these requirements, users are 

essentially presented with an ultimatum at the outset:  either (a) agree that personal information 

may be collected and used or (b) be denied access to the website or application.  Id. at 1:55-60.   

21. However, privacy policies can be difficult to locate and impenetrable to read, often 

stuffed with legalese and dumped onto a website.  Id. at 1:63-65.  As a result, users rarely read the 
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privacy policy and often have no idea how their personal information is being used.  Id. at 1:62-

65.  

22. Further compounding the problem, different jurisdictions require consent for 

different information and different uses of such information.  Id. at 2:1-3.  Accordingly, an 

identical application offered to two different users in two different locations may be required to 

obtain different types of consent, or risk alienating or annoying some users by applying the strictest 

requirements to all users.  Id. at 2:8-13. 

23. Once collected, some personal information may legally be sold to and purchased 

by third parties, such as marketers and researchers, who may in turn use the information for their 

own uses.  Id. at 2:14-16.  Purchasers of personal information must trust the assurances of the seller 

that the data is “clean” (e.g., that the personal information was collected in accordance with the 

necessary consent and other requirements).  Id. at 2:18-21.  If that trust turns out to be misplaced, 

the purchaser may be liable as sellers often require indemnification from purchasers in the event 

that the personal information was illegally collected.  Id. at 2:22-25. 

The ’451 Patent’s Solution and Technological Improvement of Conventional Data 
Collection and Privacy Schemes 

24. To solve and improve the technological problems of conventional data collection 

and privacy schemes discussed above, the ’451 Patent introduced an improved system for allowing 

users to opt-in to data sharing arrangements as part of data privacy agreements, so that users are 

provided immediate and clear transparency into the data being collected and how it is being 

utilized.  The patented system also efficiently collects and manages user opt-in consent and data 

in real-time. 

25. The ’451 Patent discloses specific steps detailing an improved method of allowing 

users to view and opt-in to privacy policies and data sharing agreements, which include 
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(1) generating and populating a disclosure matrix clearly explaining to a user in an organized and 

concise manner what personal information will be collected and how it will be used, (2) offering 

the user the option to receive additional details and explanation as to the personal information to 

be collected and how it will be used, (3) allowing the user to provide or withhold informed consent 

for such uses, and (4) allowing the user to selectively provide consent for different uses of different 

types of personal information.  Id. at 2:36-45.   

26. For example, the ’451 Patent discloses a system for controlling access to a user’s 

personal information by (1) obtaining personal information about a user of an application, (2) 

determining a required permission from the user for at least one proposed use of the personal 

information, (3) presenting to the user a first offer to provide access to at least one enhanced 

function of the application in exchange for the required permission, and (4) responsive to the user 

providing the required permission, providing the user with access to the at least one enhanced 

function of the application.  Id. at 3:3-13.  The personal information may include information such 

as the user’s name, location, address, age, gender, household income, marital status, and 

transactional history.  Id. at 3:27-31.  The proposed use may include analytics, market research, 

market segmentation, and disclosure to third parties.  Id. at 3:32-33.  The at least one enhanced 

function of the application may include a reduced number of commercial advertisements presented 

to the user in the application.  Id. at 3:18-20. 

27. The ’451 Patent discloses several improvements over conventional data collection 

and privacy policy systems.  For example, by arranging the application component, the permission 

component, and the privacy display component in a distributed manner, where the application 

component executes on the user’s device (e.g., smartphone), the permission component executes 

on a server or other system remote from the application component, and the privacy display 
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component presents information (e.g., as a website) on a system remote from the application 

component, the entity operating the application component can display privacy policy information 

in a standardized format that can be changed by the entity or the user.  Id. at 11:22-41.   

28. As another example of an improvement over conventional data collection and 

privacy policy systems, the use of a permission component remote from the application component 

allows for permission rules and requirements to be updated (due to changed user preferences, 

changes in the law, or otherwise) without requiring changes to the application component running 

on the user’s device.  Id. at 11:42-47.  Because updates to an application typically interrupt use of 

the application, and require the user to agree to the updates, a user who declines to install such an 

update may have his/her personal information collected under an out-of-date permission scheme, 

thereby making the collection out of compliance.  Id. at 11:47-52.  The use of the system taught 

by the ’451 Patent avoids such problems by allowing for updates to be made to the rules executed 

by the permission component without disruption to the user.  Id. at 11:52-55. 

Defendant’s Knowledge of the ’451 Patent and Infringement 

29. No later than February 6, 2019, Defendant received written notice that it infringes 

the ’451 Patent via an email from Plaintiff to Mr. Romain Gauthier.  See Ex. 12.   

30. On information and belief, subsequent to February 6, 2019, Defendant has 

continued to directly infringe, literally and/or under the doctrine of equivalents, one or more claims 

of the ’451 Patent by, without authority or license from Plaintiff, making, using, selling, offering 

to sell, and/or importing its Privacy Products into the United States, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 

271(a).  On information and belief, Defendant has continued to directly infringe one or more of 

the method claims of the ’451 Patent by testing, repairing, and/or using its Privacy Products in the 

United States. 
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31. On information and belief, subsequent to February 6, 2019, in addition to directly 

infringing the ’451 Patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 271(a), literally and/or under the doctrine of 

equivalents, Defendant has continued to indirectly infringe the ’451 Patent by instructing, 

directing, and/or requiring others, including its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or 

partners in the United States to perform all or some of the steps of the method claims, literally 

and/or under the doctrine of equivalents, of the ’451 Patent, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).  On 

information and belief, Defendant has actively induced infringement by remaining willfully blind 

to its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners’ infringement despite believing 

there to be a high probability its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners infringe 

the ’451 Patent. 

32. On information and belief, subsequent to February 6, 2019, Defendant has 

continued to make, use, sell, offer for sale, and/or import into the United States its Privacy Products 

with knowledge that the Privacy Products are a material part of inventions claimed by the ’451 

Patent and are especially made or adapted for use in an infringement of the ’451 Patent. On 

information and belief, Defendant knows that the Privacy Products are not staple articles or 

commodities of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use.  Defendant’s actions 

contribute to the direct infringement of the ’451 Patent by others, including its customers, 

purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(c).  

COUNT I:  DIRECT INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 10,075,451 
 

33. Plaintiff hereby re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in 

the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set forth herein. 

34. The ’451 Patent is valid, enforceable, and was duly issued in full compliance with 

Title 35 of the United States Code.  The ’451 Patent has been in full force and effect since its 
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issuance.  Plaintiff owns by assignment all rights, title, and interest in and to the ’451 Patent, 

including the exclusive right to seek damages for past, current, and future infringement thereof. 

35. Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 271(a), Defendant is liable for direct infringement, literally 

or under the doctrine of equivalents, of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent, by having made, used, 

offered for sale, sold, and/or imported into the United States infringing products, including at least 

its Privacy Products. 

36. Attached as Exhibit 13 is an exemplary claim chart comparing claim 1 of the ’451 

Patent to Defendant’s Consent Management Platform, one of its Privacy Products.  Plaintiff does 

not intend Exhibit 13 to be comprehensive or limiting and Plaintiff expressly reserves its rights to 

pursue all available infringement arguments as this case progresses.  Upon information and belief, 

other products that Defendant uses or offers for sale also infringe the ’451 Patent. 

37. Claim 1 of the ’451 Patent, for example, recites: 

A method for controlling access to a user’s personal information 
comprising: 
 
providing a software component for inclusion in an application, the 
software component having an application programming interface (API); 

 
obtaining, from the application executing on a device of a user of the 
application, personal information about the user of the application, the 
personal information obtained via the API by the software component 
executing on the device; 
 
identifying the type of the obtained personal information; 
 
determining, based on at least the type of obtained personal information, a 
required permission from the user for at least one proposed use of the 
obtained personal information; 
 
presenting, to the user, a first offer to provide access to at least one enhanced 
function of the application in exchange for the required permission; and 
 
responsive to the user providing the required permission, providing the user 
with access to the at least one enhanced function of the application. 
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38. Defendant and/or its Privacy Products infringe at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent 

by performing the steps of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent as explained below.  Additionally, 

Defendant controls and/or directs others, including but not limited to its customers, purchasers, 

users, developers, and/or partners, to practice the steps of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent as 

explained below. 

39. Defendant’s Privacy Products enable web sites and mobile applications to comply 

with GDPR and other data protection and privacy regulations.     

 

See https://www.didomi.io/en/privacy-center (last accessed June 6, 2019).  

40. Defendant “offers a Consent Management Platform (CMP) that can be deployed on 

your websites and mobile applications to collect user consent before using personal data.”  On 

information and belief, Defendant deploys, integrates, and/or facilitates the integration of its 

Privacy Products into its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, and/or partners’ websites 

and mobile applications to collect user consent before using personal data.   
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41. Defendant’s Privacy Products provide consent management functionality in a 

method for controlling access to a user’s personal information. 

 

See https://www.didomi.io/en/privacy-center (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

42. Defendant’s Privacy Products provide a software component for inclusion in an 

application, the software component having an application programming interface (API). 
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See https://developers.didomi.io/api/introduction (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

43. Defendant’s Privacy Products “offer the Didomi SDK as a hosted JavaScript library 

that you can directly include on your website with a <script> tag.” 

 

See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/web-sdk/getting-started (last accessed June 6, 2019). 
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44. Defendant’s Privacy Products include a software component, for inclusion in its 

customer’s applications, having an API.   

 

See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/web-sdk/getting-started (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

45. Defendant’s Privacy Products obtain, or facilitate obtaining, from the application 

executing on a user’s device, personal information about the user of the application, the personal 

information obtained via the API by the software component executing on the device. 

 

See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/web-sdk/getting-started (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

46. Defendant’s Privacy Products identify or facilitate identifying the type of the 

obtained personal information. 
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See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/mobile-sdk/consent-notice/vendors-and-purposes (last 

accessed June 6, 2019). 

47. Defendant’s Privacy Products “support[] classifying vendors and cookies in 4 

categories.” 
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See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/web-sdk/block-cookies-by-category (last accessed June 6, 

2019). 

48. Defendant’s Privacy Products identify or facilitate identifying information such as 

the country from which a user is accessing a website. 

 

See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/web-sdk/consent-notice/customize-notice (last accessed 

June 6, 2019). 

49. The United States is a country of origin for compliance products.   
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See https://www.didomi.io/en/compliance-console (last accessed June 6, 2019).   
 

50. Defendant’s Privacy Products determine, or facilitate determining, based on at least 

the type of obtained personal information, a required permission from the user for at least one 

proposed use of the obtained personal information. 

 

See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/web-sdk/consent-notice/customize-notice (last accessed 

June 6, 2019). 

51. As another example, Defendant’s website provides that, as part of the monthly fees, 

its Privacy Products include functionality for “automated and customizable legal information for 

end users,” which, on information and belief, includes determining and presenting the required 

legal notifications based on the end-user’s location. 
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See Ex. 5 (https://www.didomi.io/en/pricing (last accessed June 6, 2019)). 

52. Defendant’s Privacy Products present, or facilitate presenting, to the user a first 

offer to provide access to at least one enhanced function of the application in exchange for the 

required permission. 

 

See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/mobile-sdk (last accessed June 6, 2019). 
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See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/mobile-sdk/consent-notice/customize-the-preferences-

popup (last accessed June 6, 2019).  

53. Defendant’s Privacy Products, responsive to the user providing the required 

permission, provide or facilitate providing the user with access to the at least one enhanced 

function of the application. 

54. For example, Defendant’s Privacy Products prevent vendor tags from loading until 

the user provides consent for the vendor and its purpose. 
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See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/web-sdk/tags-management (last accessed June 6, 2019).  

55. Defendant’s Privacy Products include a function that is called “only when the user 

has given consent to the vendor specifically.  It could be immediately if the user has already given 

consent or later on after the user gives consent.” 

 

See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/web-sdk/tags-management/no-tag-manager (last accessed 

June 6, 2019). 
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Defendant And/Or Its Privacy Products Perform All Steps Of At Least Claim 1 Of 
The ’451 Patent In The United States 
 
56. On information and belief, Defendant and/or its Privacy Products perform each and 

every step of at least claim 1 of the ’451 patent within the United States.  On information and 

belief, Defendant’s Privacy Products are integrated into its customers’, purchasers’, users’, 

developers’, and/or partners’ websites and/or mobile applications that are operated in the United 

States.  For example, Defendant’s Privacy Products are incorporated into at least 40 websites based 

in the United States.    

 
 
See Ex. 2 (https://www.datanyze.com/market-share/consent-management/United+States/didomi-

market-share (last accessed June 3, 2019)).  

57. Accordingly, the incorporation and integration of Defendant’s Privacy Products 

into its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, and/or partners’ websites and mobile 

applications occurs in the United States. 

58. Defendant’s Privacy Products collect and maintain users’ personal information, 

including whether the user’s “country of origin” is the United States.    
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See https://www.didomi.io/en/compliance-console (last accessed June 6, 2019).   

59. On information and belief, Defendant’s Privacy Products collect, use, and transfer 

its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, and/or partners’ data, including end-users’ 

personal information, within the United States.  See Ex. 14 

(https://privacy.didomi.io/en/userdata#rights (last accessed June 3, 2019)).    

 

See https://privacy.didomi.io/en/policy (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

60. Accordingly, Defendant’s Privacy Products practice each and every step of at least 

claim 1 of the ’451 Patent within the United States.  

Defendant Maintains Direction And Control Over Its Customers And/Or Its Privacy 
Products And Its Customers’ Use Of The Privacy Products Is Attributable To 
Defendant 

 
61. On information and belief, Defendant maintains direction and control over its 

Privacy Products and/or its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, and/or partners’ use of its 

Privacy Products upon integration and incorporation into its customers’, purchasers’, users’, 

developers’, and/or partners’ websites and mobile applications.   

62. On information and belief, Defendant requires that its customers, purchasers, users, 

developers, and/or partners execute a contract that obligates its customers, purchasers, users, 

developers, and/or partners to use the Privacy Products within their websites and mobile 
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applications in a specific manner and at a specific time.  For example, Defendant requires that, 

among other things, its Privacy Products be integrated into its customers’, purchasers’, users’, 

developers’, and/or partners’ websites and mobile applications in a specific manner to obtain 

consent from the end-users in compliance with applicable regulatory schemes before collecting 

and/or using the end-user’s data.   

63. On information and belief, Defendant’s customers, purchasers, users, developers, 

and/or partners can generate revenue from the sale of the end-user’s information collected through 

the Privacy Products only if they fully comply with Defendant’s requirements concerning the use 

of the Privacy Products.  Accordingly, Defendant is liable for its customers, purchasers’, users’, 

developers’, and/or partners’ use of the Privacy Products within their websites and mobile 

application used in the United States.  

64. Additionally, Defendant’s and its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, 

and/or partners’ integration and use of the Privacy Products constitute a joint enterprise where the 

steps of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent that are performed by Defendant’s customers, 

purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners are attributable to Defendant.   

65. On information and belief, Defendant requires that its customers, purchasers, users, 

developers, and/or partners execute a contract for the use of the Privacy Products.  As part of the 

contract, Defendant charges monthly fees for its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, 

and/or partners’ use of its Privacy Products.  For example, Defendant charges its customers, 

purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners $299 per month for standard features and $699 per 

month for additional features that include legal counsel.  Defendant also offers to provide a custom 

quote for its enterprise version of its Privacy Products.   
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See Ex. 5 (https://www.didomi.io/en/pricing (last accessed June 6, 2019)).   

66. As part of the Defendant’s monthly fees, Defendant integrates its Privacy Products 

for use within its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, and/or partners’ websites and 

mobile applications.   
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See Ex. 5 (https://www.didomi.io/en/pricing (last accessed June 6, 2019)). 

67. Upon integration, and as part of the monthly fees, Defendant’s Privacy Products 

collect user consents and personal information.    

 

See Ex. 5 (https://www.didomi.io/en/pricing (last accessed June 6, 2019)). 

68. Defendant’s website states that “[t]he console allows you to manage collected user 

consents and subject access requests in one central place, which enforcing your policy across all 

your internal and external systems.” 

 

See https://www.didomi.io/en/compliance-console (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

69. On information and belief, as part of the contract, Defendant agrees to provide 

customer support and technical assistance to its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or 

partners that incorporate Defendant’s Privacy Products into their websites and mobile applications 
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to ensure that said Privacy Products are used in a specific manner that performs each and every 

step of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent.   

70. On information and belief, Defendant’s customers, purchasers, users, developers, 

and/or partners can generate revenue from the sale of the end-user’s information collected through 

the Privacy Products only if they fully comply with Defendant’s requirements concerning the use 

of the Privacy Products.   

71. Similarly, on information and belief, without the contractual requirements, 

Defendant would not be able to ensure that its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, and/or 

partners’ end-users’ information is collected in a manner that complies with certain privacy laws 

so that Defendant may use such information to generate additional revenue.  

See https://privacy.didomi.io/en/policy (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

72. As explained in the foregoing paragraphs, Defendant’s Privacy Products infringe 

at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent. 

73. Defendant has had actual knowledge of the ’451 Patent since at least February 6, 

2019.  On information and belief, Defendant’s infringement of the ’451 Patent has been and 

continues to be deliberate and willful, and therefore, this is an exceptional case warranting an 

award of treble damages and attorneys’ fees to Plaintiff pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §§ 284-285.  

Defendant has also not been forthcoming regarding its commercial activities in the United States 

regarding its Privacy Products.      

74. Plaintiff has been and continues to be injured by Defendant’s infringement of the 

’451 Patent.  Plaintiff is entitled to recover damages adequate to compensate it for Defendant’s 
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infringing activities in an amount to be determined at trial but in no event less than a reasonable 

royalty. 

75. In addition, Defendant’s infringing acts have caused and are causing immediate and 

irreparable harm to Plaintiff, including because Defendant directly competes with Plaintiff.  Unless 

enjoined by this Court, Defendant’s acts of infringement will continue to irreparably damage 

Plaintiff. 

COUNT II:  INDIRECT INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 10,075,451 

76. Plaintiff hereby re-alleges and incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in 

the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set forth herein. 

77. Defendant has been and continues to directly and indirectly infringe, literally and/or 

under the doctrine of equivalents, at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 

271. 

78. Defendant has been and continues to induce the infringement of at least claim 1 of 

the ’451 Patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(b), literally and/or under the doctrine of equivalents, 

by, among other things, knowingly encouraging and aiding others, and instructing third-parties, 

including but not limited to its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners, to use the 

Privacy Products in this judicial district and throughout the United States without license or 

authority from Plaintiff, with knowledge or willful blindness to the fact that Defendant’s actions 

induce others, including but not limited to its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or 

partners, to infringe the ’451 Patent.   

79. Defendant induces others to infringe the ’451 Patent by encouraging, instructing, 

and facilitating others, including but not limited to its customers, purchasers, users, developers, 

and/or partners, to perform actions, including all or some of the steps of the method claims of the 
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’451 Patent, that Defendant knows to be acts of infringement of the ’451 Patent with the specific 

intent that those performing the acts infringe the ’451 Patent.  Defendant has specifically intended 

that its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners use its Privacy Products that 

infringe at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent by, at a minimum, instructing, directing, and/or requiring 

its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners to perform all or some of the steps of 

at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent, including, for example, by providing a demonstration detailing 

how to build their own Privacy Center, to enable them to infringe at least claim 1 of the ’451 

Patent.  See, e.g., https://www.didomi.io/en/privacy-center (last accessed June 6, 2019).  On 

information and belief, Defendant also operates a website that instructs users on how to incorporate 

the Privacy Products into their websites and mobile applications and offers users assistance 

regarding the same.      

80. Defendant advertises and promotes its Privacy Products to be used by its customers, 

purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners, or in or in conjunction with its customers’, 

purchasers’, users’, developers’, and/or partners’ websites and mobile applications, in a manner 

that performs all of the steps of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent.  For example, Defendant 

advertises and promotes its Privacy Products as “the best platform for managing data privacy 

compliance” that “allow[s] you to collect user consent, provide users with legal information, . . . 

offer rich preferences on the data you collect” and “monitor deploy, and adapt your privacy policy 

in real-time across all your systems (websites, mobile apps, internal databases, etc.) with minimal 

involvement from your engineering teams.”   
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See https://www.didomi.io/en/ (last accessed June 6, 2019).   

 

See https://www.didomi.io/en/ (last accessed June 6, 2019).   

81. Defendant further advertises and promotes its Privacy Products as including a 

“wide range of widgets (banners, pop-ups, forms, etc.) [to] collect consents where your users are 

and in full compliance with regulations.”  
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See https://www.didomi.io/en/ (last accessed June 6, 2019).  

82. Defendant further advertises and promotes its Privacy Products as including a pop-

up that presents an end-user with an offer to provide an enhanced function of the website or mobile 

application, such as full access, a more tailored experience, or more personalized advertisement in 

exchange for the end-user’s consent to collect and use that end-user’s data and information.  
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See https://developers.didomi.io/cmp/mobile-sdk (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

83. Defendant provides its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners 

with instructions on how to use its Privacy Products in a manner that performs the steps of at least 

claim 1 of the ’451 Patent.  See Ex. 15 (https://developers.didomi.io/ (last accessed June 3, 2019)).  

84. On information and belief, Defendant requires that its customers, purchasers, users, 

developers, and/or partners execute a contract that delineates the steps that its customers, 

purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners must take to use its Privacy Products in a manner 

that performs the steps of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent.  For example, Defendant requires at 

least a 12-month commitment at $299 per month for its customers, purchasers, users, developers, 

and/or partners to use its Privacy Products.  
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See, e.g., Ex. 5 (https://www.didomi.io/en/pricing (last accessed June 6, 2019)).  

85. On information and belief, as part of the contract, Defendant agrees to provide 

customer support and technical assistance to its customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or 

partners that incorporate Defendant’s Privacy Products into their websites and mobile applications 

so that said Privacy Products are used in a manner that perform each and every step of at least 

claim 1 of the ’451 Patent.   

86. On information and belief, Defendant requires that its customers, purchasers, users, 

developers, and/or partners use its Privacy Products in a manner that performs each and every step 

of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent to ensure an its customers’, purchasers’, users’, developers’, 

and/or partners’ end-users’ information is collected in a manner that complies with certain privacy 

laws so that Defendant may use such information to generate additional revenue.   

See https://privacy.didomi.io/en/policy (last accessed June 6, 2019). 

87. Additionally, Defendant has been and continues to contributorily infringing at least 

claim 1 of the ’451 Patent in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(c), literally and/or under the doctrine of 

equivalents, by, among other things, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing into this judicial 

district and throughout the United States, infringing products, including but not limited to its 
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Privacy Products, that embody a material part of the inventions described in the ’451 Patent or are 

especially adapted for use in infringement of the ’451 Patent, and are not staple articles of 

commerce or commodities suitable for substantial, non-infringing uses.  Defendant’s actions 

contribute to the direct infringement of at least claim 1 of the ’451 Patent by others, including its 

customers, purchasers, users, developers, and/or partners, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(c).   

88. Defendant has had actual knowledge since at least since February 6, 2019 that its 

Privacy Products, including but not limited to its Privacy Products, cannot be used without 

infringing the technology claimed in the ’451 Patent, as described above.   

89. On information and belief, Defendant’s infringement of the ’451 Patent has been 

and continues to be deliberate and willful, and, therefore, this is an exceptional case warranting an 

award of treble damages and attorneys’ fees to Plaintiff pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §§ 284-285. 

90. Plaintiff has been damaged by Defendant’s infringement of the ’451 Patent and will 

continue to be damaged by such infringement.  Plaintiff is entitled to recover from Defendant the 

damages sustained by Plaintiff as a result of Defendant’s wrongful acts. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully prays for judgment against Defendant as follows: 

a. A judgment in favor of Plaintiff that Defendant has directly infringed and indirectly 

infringed, and continues to directly infringe and indirectly infringe, one or more claims of the ’451 

Patent literally and/or under the doctrine of equivalents;  

b. A permanent injunction restraining and enjoining Defendant and its officers, 

directors, agents, servants, employees, successors, assigns, parents, subsidiaries, affiliated or 

related companies, and attorneys from directly infringing or indirectly infringing one or more 

claims of the ’451 Patent; 
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c. An award of damages adequate to compensate Plaintiff for Defendant’s 

infringement of the ’451 Patent, but not less than a reasonable royalty, together with pre-judgment 

and post-judgment interest and costs; 

d. An award of treble damages to Plaintiff for Defendant’s willful infringement; 

e. An award of Plaintiff’s costs of suit and reasonable attorneys’ fees pursuant to 35 

U.S.C. § 285 due to the exceptional nature of this case, or as otherwise permitted by law with 

respect to Defendant; 

f. A grant to Plaintiff of such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and 

proper.  

JURY TRIAL DEMAND 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 38(b), Plaintiff respectfully demands a trial by 

jury on all claims and issues so triable. 
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Dated: June 6, 2019 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

KASOWITZ BENSON TORRES LLP 

By: /s/ Jonathan K. Waldrop 
Jonathan K. Waldrop (pro hac vice) 
(California State Bar No. 297903) 
333 Twin Dolphin Drive, Suite 200 
Redwood Shores, CA  94065 
Tel:  (650) 453-5170 
Fax:  (650) 453-5171 
jwaldrop@kasowitz.com 
 
Mark P. Ressler 
New York Bar No. 2295582 
mressler@kasowitz.com 
Kenneth R. David 
New York Bar No. 3006574 
kdavid@kasowitz.com 
Hershy Stern 
New York Bar No. 4631024 
hstern@kasowitz.com 
1633 Broadway  
Kasowitz Benson Torres LLP 
New York, NY  10019 
Tel:  (212) 506-1700 
Fax:  (212) 506-1800 
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